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You hear all the time about bad SEOs. Bad SEOs offer worthlessYou hear all the time about bad SEOs. Bad SEOs offer worthless
services on your Internet marketing promise, polluting the searchservices on your Internet marketing promise, polluting the search
engine results provide – well, a lot of bad things. But how much everengine results provide – well, a lot of bad things. But how much ever
said gets spiritual colleagues about bad SEOs: bad SEO clients? I seesaid gets spiritual colleagues about bad SEOs: bad SEO clients? I see
things from the other side of the table as SEO. See, despite I’m tryingthings from the other side of the table as SEO. See, despite I’m trying
hard to make it clear, a good, ethical, results-oriented, smarterhard to make it clear, a good, ethical, results-oriented, smarter
marketing, white hat SEO, I get no end of requests from bad SEOmarketing, white hat SEO, I get no end of requests from bad SEO
prospects.prospects.

  

Sure nobody who cheated, gets is always fully responsible and someSure nobody who cheated, gets is always fully responsible and some
cheated companies are completely blameless. But the bad SEOs had tocheated companies are completely blameless. But the bad SEOs had to
small is to remain a market in the business, if it weren’t for the almost-small is to remain a market in the business, if it weren’t for the almost-
as-bad clients. First, allow to me make it clear what I mean by “bad”as-bad clients. First, allow to me make it clear what I mean by “bad”
SEOs shades of bad SEO clients. Bad SEOs are bad, because you eitherSEOs shades of bad SEO clients. Bad SEOs are bad, because you either
do unethical things to e-marketing results to get, or because you dodo unethical things to e-marketing results to get, or because you do
not consistently to deliver results. A good SEO results and does itnot consistently to deliver results. A good SEO results and does it
without trampling on other human rights (how send automatedwithout trampling on other human rights (how send automated
comments on their sites or try good sites to get de-indexed).comments on their sites or try good sites to get de-indexed).

  

A bad SEO client, is someone who will be only (if also temporarily)A bad SEO client, is someone who will be only (if also temporarily)
satisfied with a bad SEO. Because you refuse to consider ethical Websatisfied with a bad SEO. Because you refuse to consider ethical Web
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consultant or smarter marketing strategies you are create e-marketingconsultant or smarter marketing strategies you are create e-marketing
for the charlatans and black hats. There are two basic types of bad SEOfor the charlatans and black hats. There are two basic types of bad SEO
clients: Crooks and Narr– I mean oops, ethically challenged andclients: Crooks and Narr– I mean oops, ethically challenged and
judgmentally – challenged. Ethically-challenged SEO customers I ask sojudgmentally – challenged. Ethically-challenged SEO customers I ask so
many questions get from unethical services. However, I have askedmany questions get from unethical services. However, I have asked
about blog-sp@mming-Software and other shady Internet marketingabout blog-sp@mming-Software and other shady Internet marketing
tactics a few times.tactics a few times.

  

 A colleague this gem shared with me: “you have thought about only A colleague this gem shared with me: “you have thought about only
scan a book from the library and use it for Web content?” “Or is at highscan a book from the library and use it for Web content?” “Or is at high
risk?” (Seriously, someone asked him this.) Of course, the commentrisk?” (Seriously, someone asked him this.) Of course, the comment
sp@m and SEO are judging from the amount motivated hacking on thesp@m and SEO are judging from the amount motivated hacking on the
Web it much demand for this stuff. Judgmentally challenged SEOWeb it much demand for this stuff. Judgmentally challenged SEO
clients a much larger group of bad SEO clients are simply those whoclients a much larger group of bad SEO clients are simply those who
insist, set in the way of fraud. Yes, that’s right: I am the victim of theinsist, set in the way of fraud. Yes, that’s right: I am the victim of the
fault. Who goes looking for a $ 5 gold watch is not too long wines,fault. Who goes looking for a $ 5 gold watch is not too long wines,
when the clock turns out to be fake or hot. With SEO there are a fewwhen the clock turns out to be fake or hot. With SEO there are a few
more nuances, but it is the same essential idea. The overwhelmingmore nuances, but it is the same essential idea. The overwhelming
majority judgmentally challenged souls are individuals, whose onlymajority judgmentally challenged souls are individuals, whose only
activity of which is the business in a kit variety.activity of which is the business in a kit variety.

  

However, sometimes are representative of actual successfulHowever, sometimes are representative of actual successful
companies. The real business people tend to be faster to be to let yourcompanies. The real business people tend to be faster to be to let your
misunderstanding go (after all, you afford the real SEO alternatives),misunderstanding go (after all, you afford the real SEO alternatives),
but not always. We look at some representative types of this groupbut not always. We look at some representative types of this group
directly from your own Inbox (Note: these are requests from interesteddirectly from your own Inbox (Note: these are requests from interested
parties, not the actual clients).parties, not the actual clients).

  

1. Something – fuer-(Little_More_than) nothing clients really, I tend to1. Something – fuer-(Little_More_than) nothing clients really, I tend to
think these people should be ethically challenged in the group, butthink these people should be ethically challenged in the group, but
maybe that’s my work ethic that make the remnant me mean, theremaybe that’s my work ethic that make the remnant me mean, there
are actually two kinds of these clients: * the ambitious but cheapare actually two kinds of these clients: * the ambitious but cheap
client: “I want to the top of Google for the keyword ‘Mortgage’, so I canclient: “I want to the top of Google for the keyword ‘Mortgage’, so I can
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turn over $ 100,000 / month in revenue.” “I can spend up to $ 1,000.”turn over $ 100,000 / month in revenue.” “I can spend up to $ 1,000.”
* The AdSense-is my-business plan-client: You wouldn’t believe that* The AdSense-is my-business plan-client: You wouldn’t believe that
the number of requests I receive from people who only plan to makethe number of requests I receive from people who only plan to make
money from AdSense or other advertising spot – not even for still havemoney from AdSense or other advertising spot – not even for still have
a plan repeat traffic content to synergize with the SEO effort. By buyinga plan repeat traffic content to synergize with the SEO effort. By buying
advertising promotional pubblicitari, would buy essentially advertisingadvertising promotional pubblicitari, would buy essentially advertising
money from advertising – you see where this could be a problem?money from advertising – you see where this could be a problem?
Another way to look at it: Why would I not a site to create and keep allAnother way to look at it: Why would I not a site to create and keep all
only the profit from my efforts? In fact, most have SEOs own projectonly the profit from my efforts? In fact, most have SEOs own project
sites that are often estimated from AdSense. The money we couldsites that are often estimated from AdSense. The money we could
otherwise get from AdSense is a very low base for pricing our services.otherwise get from AdSense is a very low base for pricing our services.
Legitimate SEO clients are typically selling goods or services at a rateLegitimate SEO clients are typically selling goods or services at a rate
that at least ten times what you could get works from AdSense. Inthat at least ten times what you could get works from AdSense. In
addition to the greedy, I see a few other types of less widespread, butaddition to the greedy, I see a few other types of less widespread, but
still problematic a SEO prospects:still problematic a SEO prospects:

  

2. SEO starry eyed clients: “Search engine traffic is definitely the best2. SEO starry eyed clients: “Search engine traffic is definitely the best
way for me in pet sitting clients my small Himalayan village get.”way for me in pet sitting clients my small Himalayan village get.”

  

(3) The little knowledge-is-a-dangerous-thing customer: “Don ‘ T tell(3) The little knowledge-is-a-dangerous-thing customer: “Don ‘ T tell
me just keyword research, content, anchor text or natural linkingme just keyword research, content, anchor text or natural linking
strategy, get me the PageRank (links, keyword density or what isstrategy, get me the PageRank (links, keyword density or what is
whatever the fad).”4. Gullible-and-not letting go-client: “I know of atwhatever the fad).”4. Gullible-and-not letting go-client: “I know of at
least two services that, submit my site to thousands of search enginesleast two services that, submit my site to thousands of search engines
for $ 29.95.”"If you that do not take my business elsewhere I.”5. I – willfor $ 29.95.”"If you that do not take my business elsewhere I.”5. I – will
– never – trust – SEO – but – I ‘ ll consider it anyway client: “no one can– never – trust – SEO – but – I ‘ ll consider it anyway client: “no one can
guarantee a good search engine ranking, so all of this is pointless – I’mguarantee a good search engine ranking, so all of this is pointless – I’m
going with only that $ 29.95 – search – engine – template – packagegoing with only that $ 29.95 – search – engine – template – package
someone me only about mailte.mindestens is cheap.”In short, if you’resomeone me only about mailte.mindestens is cheap.”In short, if you’re
going to good SEO Web consultant to find, you must: 1. realisticgoing to good SEO Web consultant to find, you must: 1. realistic
expectations; 2. a realistic budget; 3) solid Informationen. Erwartenexpectations; 2. a realistic budget; 3) solid Informationen. Erwarten
you something for nothing, a little reading to do, and it is much lessyou something for nothing, a little reading to do, and it is much less
likely that you are bad fall SEOs victim. likely that you are bad fall SEOs victim. Drift Rank SEO is one of theDrift Rank SEO is one of the
best Indian SEO companybest Indian SEO company offering great seo packages at affordable offering great seo packages at affordable
priceprice
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Drift Rank SEODrift Rank SEO

AddressAddress B-107, Vinayaka Apartment,B-107, Vinayaka Apartment,
Ambadi Road, VasaiAmbadi Road, Vasai
Mumbai 401202Mumbai 401202
Maharashtra, IndiaMaharashtra, India

Contact PersonContact Person Ashish BediAshish Bedi
Mobile NumberMobile Number 98605683879860568387
EmailEmail alishakapoor491@gmail.comalishakapoor491@gmail.com

Although our agency is founded in 2018, our marketing roots go backAlthough our agency is founded in 2018, our marketing roots go back
to 2009. Ashish Bedi is a founder of DriftRankSeo, learned onlineto 2009. Ashish Bedi is a founder of DriftRankSeo, learned online
marketing by luck. After passing out as an IT graduate from Mumbaimarketing by luck. After passing out as an IT graduate from Mumbai
University in 2008. He tried his hand in software programming whichUniversity in 2008. He tried his hand in software programming which
lasted for 6 months. After programming, he tried his hand in onlinelasted for 6 months. After programming, he tried his hand in online
market research for 1 year & that was the point where magicmarket research for 1 year & that was the point where magic
happened. One of the colleagues sitting beside in his office bay washappened. One of the colleagues sitting beside in his office bay was
working as an SEO team Lead. He was the one who introduced Ashishworking as an SEO team Lead. He was the one who introduced Ashish
Bedi with SEO (online marketing) & how it works. After taking 3 monthsBedi with SEO (online marketing) & how it works. After taking 3 months
of training under him sitting extra hours in office he got basic idea ofof training under him sitting extra hours in office he got basic idea of
online marketing.online marketing.

He gave an interview for Resultrix which is a Digital Marketing agencyHe gave an interview for Resultrix which is a Digital Marketing agency
where he learnt how to handle clients across different industries,where he learnt how to handle clients across different industries,
handling team, co-coordinating with  clients in terms meeting goals,handling team, co-coordinating with  clients in terms meeting goals,
keeping them updated what’s happening & so on.keeping them updated what’s happening & so on.
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He was a part of online marketing team of different brands likeHe was a part of online marketing team of different brands like
Rediff.com, Bajaao.com, Dhflinsurance.com, Nectarsleep.com for moreRediff.com, Bajaao.com, Dhflinsurance.com, Nectarsleep.com for more
than 8 years. He’s career ranges from being in an in-house team tothan 8 years. He’s career ranges from being in an in-house team to
handling clients.handling clients.

Working across with different team in different companies. HeWorking across with different team in different companies. He
developed his own team which includes Web developers, Businessdeveloped his own team which includes Web developers, Business
developers, Designers, Content writers & internet marketers.developers, Designers, Content writers & internet marketers.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/drift-rank-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/drift-rank-
seo-6949seo-6949
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